
FAQ's- UK

GENERAL FAQ's

What is Your Browsing Insights?

Your Browsing Insights provides it users with their profiles based upon their browsing behaviour and cookies history.

Much of what people do on-line is tracked and stored in the form of data, leaving behind an individual footprint that is used by

third parties to make decisions about people when marketing to them.

Lots of companies use your browsing history and profile to target advertising and offers to you (from washing powder to political

campaigns). Your Browsing Insights let you know how you are viewed by these companies and who is tracking you so you can

better understand why you see what you do.

Do I have to be a member to use Your Browsing Insights?

No.  You can see the basics of your profile by simply downloading the Browser Tool.  You can however purchase additional

services by becoming a member.

What is the Browser Tool?

The Browser Tool is a small software application that sits on your browser. These are commonly referred to as ‘extensions’. The

tool is currently available for Chrome desktop but will be available for mobile devices and additional browsers in the coming

months.

Do I need to download the Browser Tool to use the services?

Yes, as without it we are unable to provide you with the service.

How do I Download the Browser Tool?

 Simply click on the ‘download’ button on our website or click . Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the download.here

Is the Browser Tool free to download?

Yes- we do not charge for the download.

Will the Browser Tool work on all my devices?

Our tool is currently only compatible with Chrome desktop. However, we will be releasing updated version for mobile devices and

browser types over the coming few months.

How much does it cost?

The download of the Browser Tool is completely free, but fees may apply to any additional service you require.



Do you share my browsing data profile with other companies?

No, we do not share your browsing profile with any third party. We will use your profile for providing you with your services and to

market select products to you on behalf of others.

Will Your Browsing Insights use my browsing profile to market to me?

Yes.  We will send you information about the services that you have signed up to and any other additional services that we may

offer that match with your interests. However, your profile and your personally identifiable information will not be shared with third

parties.

What if I no longer want to use the services?

If you are a free user, you can simply remove the extension from your browser. To do this simply select the ‘settings’ options from

the relevant browser, select the ‘extensions’ option and select ‘remove/delete’ against the extension you wish to remove.

YOUR BROWSER PROFILE FAQ's

Why should I care about my browsing history?

Your browsing history creates a footprint that paints a portrait of who you are for the companies that track your behaviour. This

browsing footprint is used to make decisions about what to market to you. None of us is exempt. Our demographics and interests

are assessed, our mood is tracked, our friends are known; as is what we are doing, where we are, what we like and what we

want. The list goes on.

With the amount of data that we view, download and share online increasing, it is likely that the companies who gather it know a

lot more about you than you think. And it is highly likely that you are tracked by hundreds companies who have some semblance

of a profile that has been established about you. This is big money business. While your personally identifiable information is

rarely (if ever) shared, you do have a profile that has been established based on your device or browser. Companies who gather

such data know that they can sell this information on how you browse online to other business so that they can target their

products and services to the right demographics.

How is my browsing profile used by businesses?

Your browsing behaviour effects what you see on web sites. This includes the advertisements you are pitched, the articles you

are served to read as well as the political campaign barrage that you must endure. Ever noticed that you only see conservative or

liberal news articles if you are of that particular persuasion? Or a lot of travel adverts if you visited a hotel or airline booking site?

 Your profile also gives businesses a sense of what you are interested in now AND what your core beliefs are (the longer term

profile). If you are booking a hotel, you are likely to get chased for a lot of hotel adverts. This is a reflection of your immediate

interests. Your longer term profile that is assessed can often go back years based on the profile that has been created over time

and whether or not you have used the same device for a long period of time. This profile is built and used to categorise you into

one of hundreds of different categories. This is why, for example, young parents may see advertisements over a long periods of

time for things related to childhood parenting, whereas older parents see things related to teenagers. Millennial gamers see



targeted gaming stuff, outdoor camping enthusiasts see outdoor camping related articles, etc. Keep in mind too that companies

are competing for your money, so it should be no surprise that the the adverts or articles will push the envelope a bit in attracting

your attention within your segmentation. This is particularly true of the political media.  

 Our tool allows you to understand this in an objective format. It is your behaviour. You should know how it is perceived so that

you understand why you see what you see. There is a reason for it.

What does the Browser Tool show me?

Our tool shows you how you are perceived based upon your browsing history. It may not reflect the “real” you but it is the portrait

that you have painted.

The browser tool also has several other features. We categorise your browsing activity to help you identify behaviour that could

be perceived by third parties as being outside the norm. This can be viewed in the Visited Web Site area. We also allow you to

see the trackers that have been established in your browser to follow you and whether the are personal or malicious in nature.

This feature also has ad-blocking capability that can speed up your browsing experience. Finally, we have an advanced options

functionality that allows you to do a deeper dive into your hard drive to determine what trackers are present. This is a feature that

you would typically not see from other tools in the market.

What is my profile made up of?

Your browsing profile is a reflection of your browsing history. This includes the frequency of visits and duration of time that you

spend on individual web sites. We match that browsing history with the demographic and interest profiles of the web sites that we

have analysed. By combining the two, we are able to infer for you how you are viewed by third parties when you navigate the

web. 

Your browsing profile is also made up of your current and long term profile.  Your current profile is made up of your browsing

behaviour in the very recent past. Your long term profile generally reflects periods older than the last month, but depends on the

the amount of data stored in your browser and whether you have utilized the Advance Option.

How often is my profile updated?

As you browse daily, your profile will be updated daily.

I can’t see any data on my profile?

If you regularly clear your browsing history then you will need to wait for a few days until we have enough data to generate your

profile.

TRACKER AND COOKIES FAQ's

Are Trackers and cookies the same?

 No. Cookies are the most common name that is used because it was one of the most common forms of tracking and the easiest

name to remember. Trackers are a much broader category that includes a number of technical terms, including cookies. Not all



cookies and trackers are bad. In fact, most are good and are used to facilitate the functionality of web sites, and pay for the free

internet as we know it today. Our tool allows you to understand cookies and trackers in more detail so that you can make the best

choice for yourself over time.  

How do I block or delete trackers?

 In Your Activity, select Trackers and slide the tab to block the trackers one-by-one. You can also use the settings functionality to

block all trackers by category.  

To delete cookies, you can simply set your browser to delete cookies when you close your browser, however not all cookies will

have been deleted from your hard drive. If you select Advanced Options, you can see these cookies and delete them from your

hard drive.

How can I delete my browsing history?

You can delete your browsing history directly from your browser; however, if you want to remove bad history fairly quickly, we

provide that capability in the settings section of the extension.

You can delete your bad history by going to the settings section and select delete bad history. However, this does not remove

cookies from your hard drive. To do that, you will need to use Advanced Option functionality.

MEMBERSHIP FAQ's

How do I pay for membership to Your Browsing Insights?

When you sign up to be a member, you provide us with a continuous payment authority so that we can collect repayments

automatically from your bank account using the payment card you nominate for this purpose. Where you have been offered a

promotional period (such as a free trial period), the monthly membership fee will be collected after the end of the promotional

period or at the price and interval notified to you when you registered for the services (and which is also confirmed in your

welcome email or letter). Membership fees are payable in advance and will be automatically collected at the end of the

promotional period or on renewal.

 

What is a continuous payment authority?

A continuous payment authority is a type of payment (almost like a direct debit), but which is linked to your payment card.

How will I recognise a payment from Your Browsing Insights?

The description that will appear on your statement will be set out in your registration confirmation email or letter.

           

What happens if collection of my membership fee using continuous payment authority fails?

If the attempt for the membership fee at the end of the trial period or at renewal is unsuccessful we shall use continuous payment

authority to make up to 15 further attempts over a period of 30 days to collect the full membership fee for that month. The

attempts set out above will continue until payment in full has been received, or the limit of 15 further attempts has been reached.

Whilst payment remains outstanding your access to the Service may be suspended pending receipt of the membership fee.



Can I cancel the continuous payment authority?

You have a right to cancel the continuous payment authority at any time. The quickest was to cancel the continuous payment

authority is to contact us directly using the contact details below. While you have a right to cancel through your bank, this will

result in a chargeback, which will normally be challenged by us and usually result in the payment of the fee. The best way to

cancel is to contact us for certainty of the resolution.

Cancellation will be effective from the date that notification is received (or the or the next working day where this was received on

a bank holiday or weekend). Please be aware that if you do cancel you will still owe any outstanding membership fees as agreed

and your access to the Service will be terminated.

Contact details for cancellation:

Telephone: 0203 868 5777

Post:  Your Browsing Insights C/o Your Social Insights Limited, Building 1, Chalfont Park, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire,

England, SL90BG, United Kingdom

How can I change my account information?

To change your name, date of birth, address or email information, please login to your account portal and send a secure

message with your account changes. You should also quote both your old and new details so that we can update your records.

We will then contact you if we require any further information.

How can I cancel my subscription to Your Browsing Insights?

To cancel your membership please contact Your Browsing Insights by calling our support telephone number at 0203 868 5777,

by emailing us on   or by writing to us at our address contact@yourbrowsinginsights.co.uk Your Social Insights Limited, Building 1,

.Chalfont Park, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, England, SL90BG, United Kingdom

Cancellation will be effective from the date that notification is received (or the or the next working day where this was received on

a bank holiday or weekend). Please be aware that if you do cancel you will still owe any outstanding membership fees as agreed

and your access to the Service will be terminated.
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